Innovative Solutions in Fleet Management

In partnership with FleetDaddy, DSP can offer you innovative solutions that are unmatched in the fleet management system industry. Insurance expertise is combined with technology and fleet management experience to create valued products and services that result in:

- Safer driving
- Maximum driver and vehicle availability
- Fewer accidents and reduced expenses related to accidents
- Additional insight into accident and injury claims
- Lower insurance premiums
- And more.......

Our insurance expertise helps us design product features that reduce fleet risk and maximize productivity. When risks are managed effectively through FleetDaddy product solutions, insurance companies can provide premium reductions not available to those without this type of fleet management system. FleetDaddy customers benefit from both operational expense reduction and insurance expense reduction.

Take Control of your Business:

Tracking and managing mobile resources—fleets of vehicles, drivers, and other valuable assets—is a basic, yet critical requirement for maximum business performance. Rising labor costs and fluctuating fuel expenses force companies to find better ways to manage assets and cut costs.

We will identify ways to increase revenues while keeping costs in check. Whether you have five trucks or five hundred, FleetDaddy fleet management can benefit your business by positively impacting:

- Your Insurance
- Your Customers
- Your Vehicles:
- Your Drivers

FleetDaddy provides an interactive online fleet map; unsafe or speeding driver alerts; unauthorized vehicle use notifications; and much more.

To learn more about FleetDaddy or other Innovative Risk Management solutions visit us on the web—www.dspins.com or call 847.934.6100.